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Contrasting Conceptions

1

Contrasting Conceptions of Intelligence

and their Educational Implications

Research on intelligence and research on education have proceeded hand

in hand ever since the beginning of the twentieth century, although it has

never been clear whether this is because of a natural connection between

the two or because of an historical accident. The long—standing romance

between the two kinds of research (as veil as practice) might never have

come to be had the Galtonian tradition of research on intelligence become

firmly entrenched.

The beginnings of research on intelligence in Sir Francis Galton ’s

laboratory seemed to possess little relevance to the science of education.

Galton’s anthropometric laboratory, opened in London’s South Kensington

Mu.et in 1882, featured measures of strength , sensory acuity, and the like.

Galton (1883) conceived of intelligence as something t’~at could be understood

in terms of individual differences in sensory types of tasks. Moreover ,

Ga]ton (1869) believed that intelligence was largely a matter of heredity ,

and that the best way to increase it was through eugenic measures. To an

educator or educational researcher, therefore , Gal ton ’s position offered

little promise: The tasks used to measure intelligence bore little resem-

blance to the kinds of tasks pursued in educational settings, and the is—

prov ant of intelligence was to be sought through eugenic rather than eu

thenic means.

Galton ’s conception of intelligence was imported to the United States

courtesy of James McKeen Cattell (1890), who also bears the distinction of

having introduced the term mental test into our vocabulary. Cattell tested

students in his laborat.ry on tasks like those used by Galton, tasks

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  -
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measuring such skills as sensory acuity of vision and audition, reaction

time, sensitivity to pain, color preference, memory, and imagery (see

Brody & Brody, 1976). These tasks, like those of Galton, bore little

superficial resemblance to the tasks performed in educational settings,

and American research revealed that the lack of resemblance was more than

skin—deep. Wissler (1901) correlated these tests with each other and with

school grades, with disappointing results. The average correlation be-

tween pairs of measures was a mere .09, and their average correlation with

school grades was a puny .06.

Research on intelligence might have suffered an early and premature

death (subject to the kind of reincarnation for which topics of psychologi-

cal research are famous) were it not for the availability of a contrasting

and iisuediately sore fruitful conception of intelligence. As is now well-

known, Binet and Simon were asked by the French Minister of Public Instruc-

tion to devise a test that would distinguish mentally subnormal children

f rom mentally normal ones. The purpose of such a test would he to segre-

gate the less well—endowed children into classes that would be geared to

their particular educational needs. The outcome of this governmental re-

quest was the 1905 scale (Binet & Simon, 1905a, 1905b, 1905c), which was

followed closely by a revised 1908 scale (Binet & Simon, 1908). The scale

for nine—year olds, for example, required the child to know the date on

which the testing took place, to recite the days of the week, to make change,

to define words, to read a passage and remember certain facts from it, and

to arrange five blocks in order of weight. The conception of intelligence

operationalized through tasks such as these obviously offered more promise

to the educator or educational researcher than did the conception of intel-

ligence operationalized through Galton’s tasks; The Binet—Simon tasks were

-- -~~~~- — — - ‘  
~~
-- 
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very much of the type found in school settings, and performance on these

tasks could be expected to relate to performance in the classroom. More-

over, Binet, unlike Galton, believed in the improvement of intelligence

through euthenic. means. Binet proposed a series of “mental orthopedics”

intended to improve intelligence through education.

Binet’s contribution to intelligence was imported to the United States

primarily by Lewis Terma n, whose revisions of the Binet scales (Terman &

Merrill, 1937 , 1960) brought almost instant recognition to the intelligence—

testing movement. Whereas Binet originally achieved recognition through

his study of the retarded , Ter-man, like Gal ton, was interested in the lives

of the gif ted (Terman , 1925; Terma n & Oden, 1947 , 1959), and thereby showed

the utility of Binet—type tests in distinguishing from the bulk of the

population the gifted as well as the retarded . Ironically, the validity of

Binet—type tests, like that of Galton—type tests, was called into ques-

tion b~ some very early research (Sharp, 18Q9).
’ But the practical utillt’:

of Binet—type tests in educational and other types of settings became es-

tablished so quickly that the research of Sharp seems to have had relatively

little impact.

So the romance between intelligence and education may be traced , in

part, to the educational motivation behind the construction of the early

Binet—type tests, the view of Binet (and others) that intellectual per-

formance was subject to training, and the continued use of the Binet—type

tests in educational settings. Or it may be traced to a natural connec-

tion between intelligence and the process of education. But whichever is

the case (and both may have played a par t) ,  it appears that Binet’s concep-

tion of intelligence, taken by itself , contained within it the seeds of

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~-~~~~ —— ----
~~ —-~ - _~
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discord and ultimately of divorce. The source of this latent problem

was the atheoretical nature of Binet’s conception. Although this concep-

tion might have been sufficient to maintain a bond between intelligence

testing in practice and the practice of education, it was not sufficient

to maintain a bond between the theory of intelligence (or of intelligence

testing) and the theory of education. Fortunately, a third line of re-

search, initiated at about the same time as the research of Binet , sal-

vaged the marriage for a good number of years.

Preceding the publication of the first Binet—Simon scale by just a year

was the publication of Charles Spear-man’s (1904) “General intelligence ,’ ob-

jectively determined and measured.” In this article, Spear-man proposed to

account for the high degree of correlation between various complex mental

ability tests by a general factor of intelligence (g) pervading performance

on all of the tests. Support for the existence of this general factor was

obtained through the newly developed method of factor analysis, pioneered

by Spear-man himself. Spearman ’s theory of intelligence (described in detail

in Spearman, 1927) has waxed and waned over the years; but the development

of the methodology of factor analysis was a landmark achievement, one suf-

ficient to maintain the marriage of intelligence and education through 50 often

troubled years to their golden anniversary and beyond. Factor analysis

provided a methodology for the formulation and (weak) testing of theories

that provided at least some foundation for the testing of intelligence that

was rampan t in the schools .

The methodology of factor analysis, and the substantive theories it

spawned , endured a niaber of changes over the years. If Spearman could be

said to be the father , then Thur-stone could be said to be the rebellious son.

Lewis L. Thur-stone (1938, 1947) may be vi~~sd as having provided the firs t 

~~ - _
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major challenge to a theory of the general factor. Others before Thurstone

(for example, Thomson,- 1939; Thorndike, Bregman, Cobb , & Woodyard , 1926) had

challenged Spear-man’s interpretation and reification of the general factor,

but not its status as a factor- (or mathematical abstraction). In  his

theory of primary mental abilities, Thur-stone proposed that intelligence

is best understood as comprising roughly seven correlated primary mental

abilities. The reason that these primary mental abilities failed to annear

in Spearman ’s work is tha t Spear-man left his factorial solutions

unrotated , a situation nonideal for optimal interpretation of the factorial

nature of intelligence. Thurstone proposed instead that factors be rotated

to “simple structure,” a structure characterized by factors showing either

very high or very low loadings for individual mental ability tests. The

debate between Spear-man and Thur-stone was not easily resoluble, however,

because the correlations among Thurstone’s primary mental abilities allowed

these factors themselves to be factored , and the resu’~t of such a factor

analysis of factors was usually a general “second—order ” factor. There t’~uc

seemed to be no clear basis for dist inguishing between the two theories via

factor—analyt ic  means .

If Thurstone was the rebellious son , C,uilford was (at least in some

respects) the prod igal grandson , proposing a theory containing no less than

120 factors. These factors could be visualized as forming the volume of a

cube , with the three d imensions of the cube renresenting the operations,

contents , and products of mental abilities. Guilford , like Thurstone,

rotated his factors. But whereas Thurstone rotated factors to a solution

capable of definition independent of the theory being tested, Guilford ro-

tated his factors to maximize f i t  between the factors and the prior theory
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(see Guilford , 1967; Guilford & Hoepfner , 1971). Horn (Horn , 1967; Horn &

Knapp, 1973) has discovered some problems with subjective rotation as used

by Guilford , and although the merits and demerits of the methodology are

not fully resolved , the proliferation of factors spells trouble for those

who believe an ultimate goal of science to be the reduction of data.

The problems inhering in Guilford ’s use of factor analysis in particular

and in factor analysis in general (see Sternberg , 1977b , for a discussion

of thee 2 problems) portended a crisis for the factor—analytic approach to

intelligence. Rumblings regarding the fairness of intelligence tests as

used in educational settings also became more audible at about the same

time, so that by the late 1950’ s, the marriage between intelligence and edu-

cation was threatened with dissolution on both theoretical and practical grounds.

The two—pronged threat seemed to be a serious one , because the theoretical

grounds seemed sufficient for a divorce in the court of science , and the

practical grounds seemed sufficient for a divorce in the court of technology .

But a paradigm shift was underway in the psychology of cognition , and thIs

paradigm shift  was eventually to extend to the study of intelligence.

The year 1960 saw ~e publication of two extremely influential works

proposing an information—processing approach to cognition——Newell , Shaw, and

Simon’s (1960) “Report on a general problem—solving program,” and Miller ,

Galanter, and Pribram ’s (1960) Plans and the structure of behavior. In the

field of cognition, the paradigm shift to information processing was from

behaviorism, not from psychometrics. Factor analysis and related correla-

tional techniques had never exerted much of an impact upon cognitive psychol-

ogy, although factor—analytic studies of basic cognitive tasks had occasionally

beet done (for- example, Thurstone, 1944). Cognitive psychologists began

studying intelligence under other labels, but the connection of their work
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to research on intelligence was not explicitly drawn. Some researchers

concerned with intelligence saw the potential for the incorporation of the

information—processing paradigm into research on intelligence. A largely

unheeded Cronbach (1957) proposed an integration between psychometric and

experimental research even before the critical year of 196r). Gagn& (1967)

edited a book containing a series of articles dealing loosely with Learning

and individual differences that pointed to some of the ways in which the in-

tegration could be achieved . But intelligence researchers were not quite

ready for the new paradigm, and the new paradigm was not quite ready for them.

Interest in the information—processing paradigm as a vehicle for

studying intelligence took a dramatic upswing in the early 1Q7~
)’s, and the

publication of “Individual differences in cognition : A new approach to intel-

ligence” (Hunt , Frost , & Lunneborg, 1973) was the first in a series of events

marking this new—found interest. A collection of artIcles ,edited by Lauren

Resnick (1976) in a volume entitled The nature of intelligence, provided dif—

ferent perspectives on how the inforiiati —~ rocescIn~’ p~radi~ -. co- ild he used

to study intelligence, and Intellis~ence, information processing, and analoy~ical

reasonin:~~ The componential analysis of human abilities (Sternberg, 1977b)

suggested an approach to studying intelligence , componential analysis, that

was in some respects a culmination of the initial attempts to merge psycho-

metrics and information processing in the study of intelligence. Although

componential analysis draws heavily upon the psychometric tradition, its

basic conception of intelligence and of educational interventions is rather

different from that of the psychometric tradition.

The renainder of this article will be devoted to a comparison between

the psychometric and componential conceptions of intelligence and their relations

to education. The discussion will be divided into two major parts. In the

- ---
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first part, the contrasting concept-t. ns of intelligence will be presented

and compared. In the second part , their d i f fe ren t ia l  implications for educa-

tional theory and pract~ Le will be pointed out and discussed . These are

obviously not the only two conceptions of intelligence that might be con-

sidered. The Piagetian conception of intelligence (Piaget, 1950) has had

a substantial impact upon educational theory and practice (see, for example,

Athey & Rubadeau , 1970), although its influence upon mainstream intelligence

research has been surprisingly small. The restriction in scope of the

present article achieves manageability at the cost of completeness.

A Comparison between the Psychometric and Componential

Conceptions of Intelligence

Criteria for Comparing Conceptions of Intelligence

In order to compare alternative conceptions of intelligence , o~” needs

a set of dimensions or criteria for comparison that are (a) theory—free , in

that they are equally applicable to all theories to he compared , and (h) un-

biased , in that they do not put some theories or classes of t’~eorIes in a

more favorable light than others. Such criteria must be , on the one hand ,

so obvious that no one could •question their applicability or inherent reason-

ableness as bases of comparison, yet, on the other hand , so unobvious tha t

they have eluded past comparisons.

I posed to my research seminar at Yale the question of what criteria

would meet these seemingly contrary, if net contradictory , requirements. At

the time, I had a set of criteria in mind . It seemed to me that no matter

how human intelligence was def ined , and why it was defined that way , it had

to involve the performance of persons on tasks in certain situations. Per-

sons, tasks, and situations seemed to be the sine ~~~ non of a theory of

intelligence: No one could be studied in isolation from the others. Hence , 

—-~~~~-. -~~~~~~--
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I was ready to propose as criteria (a) a statament of what intelligence is,

(b) a justification for this definitional statement , (c) statsments of the

sources of variation in persons , tasks , and situations, and (d) an account

of all possible interactions among persons, tasks, and si tuations.  A gradu-

ate student in the seminar, for ty Bern stein , noted that what I was asking

for was a “who, what, where , when , why , and how” of intelligence. Bern-

stein’s criteria seem to fill the bill as well or better than my ow,i : These

criteria are the essential ones for telling a story, no matter what form

the story takes or what content it contains ; and indeed , a theory of

intelligence (or of anything else) can be viewed as a story of how a par—

ticular phenomenon can be understood . Moreover , the criteria are so obvious

that they have been used by journalists and story—tellers for innumerable

years; yet, they are so unobvious in their application to theories (as

stories) that they have been ignored in the comparison of psychological

theories of intelligence (and, it appears , of other phenomena as well).

The problen~ remaininr, seemed to he that I was le ft with two sets of

criteria, both of them quite plausible, and both seemingly theory—free and

unbiased . Which should I use? And how many other sets of criteria lurked

in the wings, equally plausible, theory—free, and unb iased? This second

question, of course, is unanswerable, but happily, the first question seems

to require no answer, because lam, thought suggests to me that Bernstein’s cri-

teria and my own inter-map and are interchangeable:

1. “What is intelligence”is equivalent to my criterion requiring a

atatament of what intelligence is.

2. “Why is that intelligence” is equivalent to my criterion requiring

a justification of definition.

3. “Who is intelligent” is equivalent to my criterion requiring a state—

__________ -- — -  - ---— -— - --
~~-
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meat of the sources of individual differences among persons.

4. “How is intelligence manifested and thus measured” is equivalent to

my criterion requiring a specification of the sources of variation in task

performance.

5. “Where and when is intelligence exhibited” is equivalent to my cri-

terion requiring specification of the sources of situational variation.

Interactions among Bernstein ’s rendition of the criteria may be studied

in the same way that interactions among mine would be.

What I find of interest in this anecdotal account is that Bernstein

and I arrived independently at two sets of criteria wit ’~ d ifferen t surface

structures but seemingly identical deep structures. This convergence n~~-~

suggest some face v a l i d i t y  to the deep structure of the criteria as a basis

for comparing alternative theories. I will use Bernstein ’s surfac e

structure in making this comparison.

What is Intelligence?

Three subquestions seen to require answers in addressing the quest ion

of what is intelligence. These questions deal with the basic unit or units

in terms of which intelligence is to be understood , the structure of intel—

ligence, and the content of intelligence. I will consider- each of these

questions in turn, f irst for the psychometric view, and then for the componen—

tial view of intelligence.

The psychometric view. Psychometricians seem to agree that the basic

unit of analysis in the understanding of intelligsnce is the factor.

As I have noted previously, there has never been much consensus among psycho-

metricians as to just what a factor is. Factors have been viewed as mathe-

matical abstractions representing causes, facul ties , parame ters , func tional

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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unities, abilities, independent measurements (Thur-stone, 1947), as well

as determinants and taxonomic ca tegor ies (Royce , 1963). Cattell (1971)

has referred to factors as source traits, and (uilford (1967) has referred

to then as underlying, latent variables along which individuals differ.

This last definition seems to capture a large part of the meaning that

psychometricians have attributed to factors, albeit through different

terminologies.

Factors might be viewed as being organized into any of a number of

different structural models. Spearman (1904, 1927) originally pronosed

that a general factor (j~) is required for the performance of all tasks

involving intelligence, and that a different specific factor (s) is re-

quired for the performance of each individual task. There would thus he

as many specific factors as there are tasks. Thomson (1930) argued that

Spearman’s factors could be interpreted in terms of an enormous number

of mental “bonds,” various combinations of which would be called upon for

the performance of different tasks. The general factor could then he

understood in terms of those bonds activated in the solution of all tasks

under investigation; a specific factor would comprise bonds used only in

the solution of a single task. Holzinger (1938) proposed a bi—factor

theory, retaining the general and specific factors of Spearman, but per-

mitting group factors as well. These group factors were viewed as coimnon

to some tasks but not to others. Spear-man, in his later life, came to

accept Hoiz inger ’s view, and actually collaborated with Hoizinger in the

further development of the theory. Thurstone (1938) believed that intel-

ligence was beat understood in terms of about seven correlated primary

mental abilities, and Guilford (1967) extended and elaborated upon a Thurstonian

type of model by proposing that there are 121) factors in the structure of
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intellect. A view that has been popular in recent years is that proposed

by Burt (1940 , 1949) and later elaborated by Vernon ( 1971) and Snow (in

press). This view is of a factor hierarchy , with a general factor at the

top, successively more narrow group factors at various levels in the mid-

dle, and specific factors at the bottom. Humphr~ys (1962) has recently

advocated a similar view, elaborating upon a faceted view of intelligence

proposed by Guttman .(See Guttman, 1065, for the best presentation of this view .)

Factor theorists of intelligence have disagreed among themselves

regarding the content as well as the structure of mental abilities. In

Spearman’s view, the general factor applied to task performance regardless

of task content, whereas each specific factor applied to the specific con-

tent of a given task. Thurstone’s seven primary mental abilities were

in part content factors : verbal comprehens ion , verbal fluency , number ,

spatial visualization, memory, reasoning, perceptual speed. Guilford ,

recognizing the confounding of content and process in Thur-stone’s fac tors ,

cleanly separated content from process as well as product, yielding factors

such as cognition (process) of figural (content) relations (product), con-

vergent production of symbolic units, and the like. The hierarchical models

have also differed among themselves as to what elements are inserted at

each node of the hierarchy. Burt ’s (1949) five—level hierarchy contained

“the human mind” at the top level; i (general ability) and a practical factor

at the second, or relations, level; associations at the third level; percep-

tion at the fourth level; and sensations at the fifth level. Vernon’s (1971)

hierarchy put j at the top level, verbal—educational (v:ed) and spatial-

mechanical (k:rn) abilities at the second level, and successively narrower

factors at successively lower- levels.

The coinponential view. In the coinponential view of intelligence (Stern—
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berg, 1977b, 1978, in press[afl , the basic uni t of analysis in the understandin,~ of

Intelligence is the component. A component is an elementary information

process that operates upon internal representations of objects or sym bols

(Newell 6 Simon, 1972). The process may translate a sensory input into

a conceptual representation, transform one conceptual representation into

another one, or translate a conceptual representation into a motor output

(Sternberg, 1977b).

Understanding of the nature of intelligence requires knowledge of (a)

the components that enter into performance on various tasks; (b) the strate-

gies by which different components and multiple executions of the sane con-

ponents are combined ; (c) the consistency with which these strategies are

executed; and (d) the durations, difficulties, and probabilities of com-

ponent execution for various components and tasks. Consider, for example,

how adults might solve verbal analogies such as LAWYER : CLIENT :: DOCTflR

(1) PATIENT , (2) ~€DICINE. According to a recently proposed theory (Ste rn—

berg, 1977a , 1977b) , six components are involved in solution of this ~roh~~ — :

Subjects must (a) encode each of the analogy terms, retrieving from semantic

memory the lexical attributes possibly relevant for analogy solution ; (b)

infer the relation between LAWYER and CLIENT, recognizing that a lawyer pro-

vides professional services to a client; (c) map the higher—order relation be-

tween the first and second halves of the analogy, recognizing that both

halves deal with professionals (LAWYER and DOCTOR) ; (d) apply from DOCTOR to

each of PATIENT and ~€DICINE the relation infer-red from LAWYER to CLIENT

as mapped to DOCTOR; Ce) optionally, if neither answer alterna tive seems

ideal, juatify one or the other option as preferred but nonideal; and (f)

respond . The strategy subjects seem to use in solving analogies of this

kind is to (a) encode the attributes of the first two terms; (b) infer as many

— - — ~- 
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relations as possible between them ; Cc) encode the third term; Cd) map one

relation from the first half of the analogy to the second; (e) encode the

answer op tions ; (f) apply one relation from the third term to each answer

option; (g) if the information is sufficient to distinguish a correct op-

tion, respond ; if not , map and apply other attributes iteratively until

sufficient information is obtained to distinguish a correct option and

respond ; (h) if no solution has been found, justify one option as pre-

ferred but nonidea].; and Ci) respond . Subjects appear- to be quite consis-

tent in their use of this strategy (see Sternberg , 1977b). For fairly

simple true—false verbal analogies, the durations of the various com-

ponents were estimated as 1292 msec for encoding of all the terms, 289

msec for inference, 244 macc for mapping, 177 macc for applica tion, and 1.’)6

tusec for response and other operations constant across analogy types. Since

analogies in this experiment were true—false and thus did not involve multi-

ple an3wer options, justification tine was not estimated. An attempt to

model component difficulties was unsuccessful for these analogies because

of the idiosyncratic knowledge gaps that seemed to lead to errors; attempts

to model difficulties of components in which general vocabulary and informa-

tion did not play a part (schematic—picture and geometric analogies) were

successful, however. Finally, no attempt was made to estimate probabilities

of component execution, since these probabilities were all assumed to be I

in this model.

Although the fundamental unit of analysis in the componential view of

intelligence is the component, components can be fully understood only in

terms of the metacomponents that control them. Metacoinponents are the

processes by which subjects determine what components, representations,

and strategies should be applied to various problems. They determine as

_ _  - -
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well the rates at which various components are executed, how rate of

execution will be traded of f for accuracy of execution, and the probabili-

ties that various components are executed at all. Thus, whereas components

are involved in the actual solution of problems, metacomponents are in-

volved In the decisions as to how the problems will be solved . Although

my collaborators and I have investigated the components of informa-

tion processing involved in a wide variety of tasks requiring intelligence

(see, for example, Sternberg, 1977a , 1978 ; Sternberg, Guyo te, & Turner, in

press; Sternberg, Tourangeau, 6 Nigro, in press; Sternberg, No te 1), we have

only begun to investigate the metacomnonents of Information—processing

(Sternberg & Sal ter , Note 2).

Structurally , components may be viewed as organized in much the same

way that Holzinger (1938) organized factors. Components are of three kinds.

Genera]. components (C components) are required for the nerforinance of all

tasks within a given universe of tasks. Class components (C components)

are required for perfornance of classes ~f tasks wit
’
~In the task universe

under consideration. Specific components (S components) are required for

performance of single specific tasks within the task universe (Sternberg, in

pres ta~.
Of the components considered earlier in the description of the

ther:y of analogical reasoning, encoding and response are general, in that

they are required fOr the solution of all problems requiring intelligence.

Inference, mapping, appl ica tion , and jus tif ication are class components, in

that they are required for the solution of most inductive reasoning problems

(see Sternberg, Note 1) but not for the solution of most deductive reasoning

problems. No specific components were illustrated in the theory.

Performance on tasks requiring intelligence may be viewed in terms of

the components that in combination constitute this performance. Because

- ~—~~~~~_ -_ _  
_ _  
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taska differ in the numbers and kinds of components required , they may be

viewed as hierarchically ordered. Thus, the ordering of tasks resembles

3urt’s, Vernon ’s, or Snow’s ordering of factors. An example of such a

hierarchy , for reasoning tasks , is shown in Piguri’! 1. At the top of the

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

hierarchy one sees general reasoning, which comprises a specifiable set of

components (see Sternberg, Note 1, for the currently specified set). Reason-

ing tasks can be divided roughly into deductive reasoning and inductive

reasonip,g tasks , with tasks of the former kind allowing a lop,icallv necessary

conclusion and tasks of the latter kind forbidding such a conclusion . Eac’,

of these kinds of reasoning involves a specifiab ’~ subset of the total set

of components. These kinds of reasoning can be subdivided still further,

with each subdivision containing components of successively narrower applica-

bility. Note that level in the hierarchy is determined solely by the breadth

of applicability of the class components. The general cor~ponents are applica-

ble to nodes at all levels of the hierarchy , and to each node at a given level;

specific components are applicable only to tasks at individual nodes.

Although the organizations of components and tasks bear striking super-

ficial resemblances to the organizations of factors, as noted above, the

differences in structural models are probably more basic than the slinilari—

ties. These differences are in the basic units of analysis, the functional

significance of the units, and in the methods by which the units are cx—

tracted from sets of data. First, the basic unit of analysis, in the corn—

ponential view, is a psychological process rather than a hypothetical source

of individual differences with only a vague psychological referent. Second,

_ _ _  ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the function of the component in task performance is readily understood.

Performance on tasks can be decomposed into a sequence of components that

in comb ina tion are sufficient to solve the task. The relations of factors

to task performance are less clear . What does it mean, exactly, that dif-

ferent fac tors have d i f fe ren t  loadings on various tasks? From a componen—

tial point of view, the factors themselves can be understood as comprising

various constellations of components that tend to he found together on

componentially related tasks. Thus, a general factor comprises general

components used in the execution of all tasks within a given task universe;

a group factor comprises class components used in the execution of some

subset of tasks; and a specific factor comprises specific components used

in single tasks. When understood in terms of patterns of individual dif-

ferences in components, the psychological referents of the factors become

more clear. Finally, components are valida ted and the ir dura tions, diffi-

culties, or probabilities of execution estimated via mathematical modelin’

of differential nerformanc.e on svste~~iti callv varied ite-~ tYpes (see ~~~~~~~

berg , 1977b) , rather than via factor analysis of correlations based on

differential performance of randomly selected subjects.

The contents of the components differs markedly from the contents of

fac tors , in tha t components ar e processes wher eas fac tors are sources of

individual differences of any kind. Examples of component processes, such

as encoding, inference , mapping, application, justification, and response ,

were described earlier in the context of the theory of analogical reasoning .

Factors , of course , may refer to types of contents , processes, outcomes, or

any combination of these. Coinponential analysis does not ignore item content

and response outcome, however; By varying content and outcome, one learns

how each of these affects the processes required for problem solution.

- • - - — - - 
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is this Intelligence?

The “why” of a conception of intelligence seems to introduce an ele-

ment of recursion (or circularity, if you prefer) into the Set of criteria

the conception of intelligence is meant to satisfy . The conception is ~us-

tified by its satisfaction of a set of criteria, one of which is that the

conception of intelligence be justified . Is it possible to break out of

this seemingly infinite loop?

The psychometric view. Historically, factor—analytic theories of

intelligence seem to have satisfied several generations of psychometric

researchers because the factorial model is sufficient to account mathe-

matically for individual differences among subjects in level of intelli-

gence. The traditional inseparability of intelligence and individual

differences was underscored by Quinn McNemar (196A), who queried whether

even “two supergeniuses, being totally unaware of individual differences ,

r would) ever hit upon and develop a concept of intelligence” (p. 882).

Let us put aside, for the moment , the psychological (as opposed to riathe-

matical) sufficiency of the factorial model in accounting for individual

differences , since this issue will be discussed in the next section . Is

mathematical sufficiency in accounting for individual differences a suf-

ficient justification for a conception of intelligence?

The coinponential view. Perhaps because the componential view is

most firmly grounded in the information—processing tradition, it deems

an account of individual differences necessary but not sufficient for

the justification of one or another viewpoint. It further requires an

account of intelligence that is sufficient to simulate intelligent be-

havior: Full understanding of intelligent performance require3 at

least in theory, that performance could be mimicked on a computer or other

_ _  - -.~~~~~~~-
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information—processing device. A complete specification of the components,

representations of information, strategies , parameter values, and meta—

components of task solution is sufficient in theory to permit reproduction

of the intelligent behav ior under study by an information—processing de-

vice. I say “in theory” because my colleagues and I have not simulated

our information—processing models on a comp”ter , nor do we intend to in

the foreseeable future: The necessary ingredients are there, and we have

no interest in working out the technical details that would be needed to

implement the simulations. We are satisfied that full componential ac—

counts of intelligence are capable of simulation , whereas full psychometric

accounts, in themselves , are not.

Although the componential view is grounded primarily .Ln the information—

processing tradition, it recognizes and respects the importance of the psy-

chometric trad ition as well , and thus must be able to provide a full mathe-

matical account of individual differences among subjects. This account is

provided via multiple regression of task scores on information—processinc~

parameters. Each person ’s score on a task (or factor) is regressed on the

information—processing components theorized to contribute to performance

on that task (or factor). The better the account the components provide

of ind ividual differences in performance , the higher will be the propor tion

of variance in the task (or factor) scores accounted for by the components.

Who is Intelligent?

The question of who is intelligent requires a specification of the psy—

chological sources of individual differences. What forms do these accounts

take in each of the two views of intelligence under consideration?

The psychometric view. In the psychometric view, each person may be

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -
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characterized in terms of a series of scores on each of the factors consti-

tuting intelligence. These factor scores are expressed in standard—score

units, and indicate the relative amounts of each ability that a given sub-

ject possesses . But what , exactly,  does a standard score of — 1 or 1 on

a “reasoning” factor mean psychologically (as opposed to mathematically,

or even normatively)? Does this score explain why one subject is less in-

telligent, or less adept at reasoning , than another , or is it a restatement

of this facts itself in need of explanation?

The componential view. The coinponential view, unsurprisingly, is that

individual differences in factor scores are interesting data that themselves

need to be explained . The sources of individual differences in componential

analysis are in the aspects of performance that make it “intelligent”:

1. Subjects differ in the components they apply to tasks, either be-

cause of differential availability or because of differential accessibility

of various components, and failure to apply task—relevant components or

failure in applying task—irrelevant components is indicative of less intel-

ligent performance. For example, in the solution of analogy problems having

as content a particular kind of schematic picture , second—graders do not man

from the f irst half of the analogy to the second , whereas fourth—graders ,

sixth graders, and adults do map (Sternberg & Rifkin, in press). This dif-

ference in component utilization is proposed to reflect a difference in level

of intelligence. Note, though , that the qualitative specification of the

nature of the difference is much more informative than a simple description

of the second grad ers as “less intelli’ ‘~~~~
“ quantitatively than the older

subjects.

2. Subjects differ in their ri entations of information and in the

flexibility with which they apply t~. e representations. Consider , for example,

-- - - - —-
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various kinds of induction problems that can be formed from the set of mammal

names. In an analogy,-a subject might be asked to solve a problem like

RAT : PIG :: COAT : (1) CHIMPANZEE , (2) COW , (3) RABBIT , (4) SHEEP. Problems

like these were originally used in a study of analogical reasoning conducted

by Rume].hart and Abrahamson (1973). Another type of item is the classifica-

tion, in which a subject is asked which of four answer options best fits

with three terms in the item stem, f or examp le , MOUSE , CHIMPANZEE , CHIPMT N~ ,

(1) GORILLA , (2) RAT , (3) SQUIRREL , (4) ZEBRA. In a third type of item ,

the series completion, subjects are asked to choose the term that best con—

pletes a br ief series: RABBIT : DEER : (1) ANTELOPE , (2) BEAVL R, (3) TIGER ,

(4) ZEBRA. In studying the animal—name analogies, Rumeihart and Abrahamson

proposed that subjects represent the relations among terms in a multidimen-

sional semantic space containing dimensions such as size, ferocity, and

humanness. In our own investigations (Sternberg, 1977h ; Sternberg & Gardner ,

No te 3), we have found evidence that subjects may also use an overlapninc

clustering representation , grouping together overlappinc’~ classes of anim~1~

such as jungle animals, felines, domesticated pets , etc. Each of these

kinds of representation can be useful in converging upon the best of the

presented solutions to a given reasoning problem. We would propose, the r

fore , that more intelligent subjects are more able and willing to consider

a number of possible representations for information, choosing the one or

more representations that are most useful for the solution of a particular

problem.

3. Subjects differ in their sL r ategies for combining different com-

ponents and multiple executions of the same components, and certain strategies

come closer to optimizing performance than do others; use of more nearly

optimal strategies is indicative of more intelligent performance. For examp le ,

_ _  _ -- _ _
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in solving analogy problems , children ’s strategies become more nearly ex-

haustive with age (Sternberg & Rifkin , in press). In concrete terms,

this means that older children consider more of the attributes relating

pairs of terms in an analogy before selecting an answer option . This

particular example of increasingly exhaustive information processing

over age appears to be indicative of a strategy change that is eviden t

over a wide range of problems (see Brown & DeLoache , 1978). In what sense

does more nearly exhaustive processing come closer to optimizing som e cri-

terion in task performance than does less exhaustive processing? It has

been found previously (Sternberg , 1977b) that errors in analogical reason-

ing with schematic and geometric pictures are due almost exclusively to

early termination in attribute comparison . Processes tha t are executed

exhaustively seem rarely to lead to errors. Thus, the steep decline in

error rates for artalogical reasoning with increasing age (Sternherg & Rif—

kin, in press) are probably due in large part to the increased use of

exhaustive processing by older children . Again , the qualitative specific.i-

tion of the nature of the difference is more informative than a sim ple

specification of a quantitative difference in level of performance.

4. Subjects differ in the consistency with which they employ various

strategies, and these differences can be indicative of differential levels

of intelligence. Consistency is a two—edged sword. On the one hand , con-

sistency can be the sure sign of a dull mind . Luchins (1942) showed in his

studies of mechanization in problem solving that the establishment of a

strong set for problem solving can prevent one from seeing creative short-cuts

to problem solution. On ~he other hand , inability to settle upon a consistent

strategy in problems requiring a minimum of strategy change can result in time

wasted due to the lack of an eff icient system of problem solving. Bloom and
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Broder (1950) , for example , found that poorer reasoners were inconsistent

in their responses to problems , and tended to muddle through rather than

settling upon a consistent approach to problem solving. We have found in

our own research (Sternberg, 1977a , 1977b; Sternberg & Rifkin, in press)

that better reasoners tend to be characterized by more coflsistent and

systematic approaches to solving reasoning problems .

5. Subjects differ in component values , and these differences are

indicative of differential intellec tual ability. Straightforward , quantl—

tative comparisons of psychometric parameters have been the mainstay of

the psychometric approach, in which it has generally been assumed that

higher accuracy scores or lower speed scores are associated with greater

intelligence. Interestingly, the relationship between parametric values

and intelligence is not as straightforward as it may appear. In general ,

we have found that faster performance on a large variety of information—

processing components on an assortment of different tasks is indeed associ-

ated with higher intelli~ ence (Sternh~ r~ , 1Q773 , 1°~ ’b ; Stern !’er— S ~~~~

in press; Guyote & Sternberg, Note 4; Sternberg, Note 5). However, in at

least one case, faster component execution appears to be associates ~‘ith

lower intelligence (Sternberg, 1977 a, 1977b; Sternberg & Rifkin , in press)~
In reasoning by analogy, slower encoding of analogy terms appears to be

preferable to faster encoding because it permits subsequent comparisons upon

these encodings to be performed more efficiently. Presumably , sloppy encodings

near the beginning of problem solving impede the operations upon these

encodings that need to occur later on. This result indicates that one cannot

automatically assume that faster information processing is better. Faster

overall informa tion processing may be obtained by slowing down one component

in order to speed up others. 
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6. Subjects differ in the metacomponential decisions they apply

to their information processing, and these decisions can be indica tive

o f individual differences in intelligence. An example of such a decision

was noted above. The decision to slow down encoding in order to facilitate

subsequent operations is apparently a wise one that results in an overall

increase in processing efficiency.

To summarize , the sources of individual differences in the componential

view of intelligence~ are qualitative as well as quantitative , and express

how differences across subjects in intelligenct can be understood in terms

of differences in aspects of information processing. These differences in

information processing seem more revealing of the nature of individual dif-

ferences in intelligence than do differences in scores on one or more psycho-

metric factors.

flow Is Intelligence Manifested and thus Measured?

The “how” of intelligence requires a theory of tasks. What is it th’~

distinguishes one task from another , and that makes some tasks better than r~ as

measures of intelligence?

The psychometric view. Accord ing to this view, tasks differ in their

loadings on various factors: A task is a good measure of £ to the extent that

it shows a high loading on the general factor; a task is a good measure of

spatial ability to the extent that it loads highly on a factor of spatial

visualization. Performance on a task can be characterized in terms of its

loadings on the various factors constituting Intelligence according to a par-

ticular theory. This view of diff erences among tasks presen ts roughly the

same problem as did the view of differences among subjects. In this case,

what does it mean for a task to load highly on a factor? In what sense

does a pattern of factor loadings “explain” performance on a task, and in

—~~~~~ ~ tL~_~_~~— - - -
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what sense does this pattern constitute a set of data itself in need of ex-

planation?

The cotnponential view. The componential view of tasks is that tasks

differ  in the (a) components and metacomponents they require , (b) contents

and formats upon which the components and metacomponents operate, and (c)

strategies they allow for combination of components. The psychologist

chooses tasks that require the components theorized to be important In a

given theory of intelligence. These would tend to be general components

and class components of relatively wide generality, such as the components

of analoglcal reasoning described earlier. Loadings of tasks on factors

are understood in terms of the components shared between tasks and factors.

For example, inference is a class component that is likely to contribute

as a source of individual differences to a general reasoning factor, and it

is also likely to be required for the performance of a variety of reasonin-’

tasks. A task requiring inference will thus attain som e of its loadin ’

for “general reasoning” from the inference component. The more componen t~

the task shares with the factor , and the more these components contribute

to individual differences in task performance , the higher the fac tor load ing

for the task will be.

“Where” and “When” is Intelligence Exhibited?

The “where” and “when” of intelligence require a theory of situations ,

but such a theory is strangely absent from psychometric and componential

theories alike. It has generally been assumed that tasks should be adminis-

tered under conditions that minimize distraction—ample but not excessive

lighting, quiet, reasonable but not excessive comfort, and so on. It is

apparent, however, that in the real world, task performance rarely occurs

under anything even approaching ideal conditions. I write this and other

— - —~~~~~~~ -~~ fri 
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articles at home rather than at my office in order to minimize distractions.

Yet, even as I write today , the phone rings interm ittently, the painters

painting the interior of our house ask me questions, a light bulb burns

out, the lure of snacks (and, more legitimately, meals) entices me away

from my desk, and on the list goes. Intelligence does not exist in a

vacutsn, and yet we have often studied it as though it does. There has

been some research in the psychometric literature , of course, on how vari-

ous environments affect measured intelligence, and some research in the

information—processing literature on how various distractions disrupt per-

formance. Using componential analysis, one could determine quite precisel~:

just what aspects of task performance are affected by what distractions.

But what is missing is a rational account of the situations under which In-

telligence should be studied , as opposed merely to an account of the situations

under which it could be (and has been) studied . Until we have a theory of

situations, our theoretical accounts of intelligence will he incomplete.

Educational Implications of the

Psychometric and Coxaponential Conceptions of Human Intelligence

The Psychometric Conception

The psychometric conception of intelligence seems never to have held

much promise for education. The kind of question addressed was capsulized

by the title of Jensen’s (1969) article , “How much can we boost tfl and

scholastic achievement?” (iven that IQ is the principal ind ica tor of

intelligence in the psychometric approach, it has been natural to view

the interface between research on intelligence and research on education

as research devoted to the creation, implementation, and testing of tech—

• niques to boost IQ. Unfortunately, the psychometric conception of intel-

ligence in itself gives no clues as to the ingredients that should go into
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the booster shot. The blank prescription for training is inherent in the

nature of psychometric theories: They are static quantitative accounts

of individual differences among subjects and differential relations among

tasks. As such, they are inadequate in four respects.

First, psychometric accoun ts of intelligence are static, failing

to elucidate the dynamic information processing that is behind whatever

it is that IQ measures. An account of intelligence that is silent with

respect to information processing cannot be expected to suggest how this

information processing can be modified in ways that will increase its

power , eff iciency, or overall quality.

Second , the accounts are quantitative, describing differences in

“amounts” of one or more hypothetical abilities attributed to subjects.

But baing told the amount or amounts of assets in one’s mental bank ac-

count or accounts does nothing to tell one how to increase the assets.

Even the psychometric bank statements that provide breakdowns of assets

present an array of quantities without adequate descrintions of the qua l-

ities measured by each of these quantities.

Third , psychometric accounts are normative, describing one individual ’s

assets relative to those of other individuals. Knowing how one’s asse ts

compare to another’s does nothing to show how those assets can be increased,

•ither with respect to one’s other assets or with respect to the other ’s

assets.

Fourth, psychometric accounts are of differential relations among

tasks: The nature of a task is defined by its correlational and factorial

relations to others tasks, just as an individual is defined in terms of

his or her relations to other individuals. But understanding of a task

requires ~~ovledge of the task’s internal composition as well as ~~ovledge
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of the task’s external relations to other tasks.

The earliest psychometric tests of intelligence provided single indices

of intelligence, such as IQ (for example, the Stanford—Binet scale presented

by Terman & Merrill, 1937). Such single indices were of little diagnostic

value, and contained no implications for training intelligence. Later tests

of ten provided two or more indices , such as a verbal and per formance score

(Wechaler , 1958) or a series of primary mental ability scores (Thurstone,

1938). But such multiple scores were just as static as the single score:

Spatial ability, say , was defined in terms of its test loadings rather than

in terms of the processes that constitute it. Although multiple scores

possess more potential diagnostic value than single scores (bu t see McNemar ,

1964) , they possess no more clues regarding how intelligence can be trained .

Realizing the sterility of the psychometric conception of intelligence

as a basis for training intelligence , many psychometricians turned to the

study of apti tude—treatment interactions, finally following the lead that

Cronbach (1957) suggested could result In the merger of the two disci plines

of scientific psychology. A major goal of this research has been to discover

what kinds of instructional treatments are most suited to various patterns

of aptitudes. This research could have become a means to bypass the training

issue entirely: Rather than modifying aptitudes to suit instruction, one

could be content to modify instruction to suit existing aptitudes . Many

aptitude—treatment theorists, however , have been interested in modifying

aptitudes as well as adapting instruction. But much of the aptitude—treat-

ment interaction research has been disappointing in its outcomes (see

Cronbach & Snow, 1976). There are any number of statistical reasons for

the disappointing outcomes, as noted by Cronbach and Snow in dazzling detail.

But my reading of this literature is that many of the disappointments were
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attributable as much to conceptual inadequacies as to statistical ones.

Piost of the research was motivated by static psychometric conceptions of

intelligence that just were not likely to lead to an understanding of how

aptitude processes interact with instructional ones; moreover , existing

information—processing accounts available when most of the research was

done were inadequate. More recent research, based upon more adequate

conceptualizations of information processing , seems likely to hold more

promise (see Snow, in press , Note 6) .

The Componential Conception

The componential conception of intelligence , unlike the psychometric

one, contains within it direct implications for the modification of intelli-

gence. Consider what the modification of intelligence or intelligent per-

formance means from a componential point of view. In order to make this

consideration more concrete , I will use as an illustration of intelli~ent

performance , performance on a single task , the linear syllogism. In a

linear syllogism , a subject is pr~sented with a piir of pre~ is~s, such

as “John is not is tall as Pete; Pete is not as tall as Bill ,” and must

answer a question based upon these premises, such as “Who is tallest? ’

First, one needs to know the information—processing components that

are both available and accessible for task performance. Inadequate per-

formance on a task (however defined) may be attributable to unavailability

of the components necessary for adequate performance, or to their inacces—
I

sibility. In the latter case, the components are available to the subject,

but for one reason or another, are not accessed when needed for solution of

L

a particular problem. Lacking certain components needed for solution of a

problem by a particular strategy, the problem—solver may (a) attempt to

solve the problem using that strategy but omitting the unavailable or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~-• — - - -~~~~-—  --
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inaccessible components, (b) attempt to use that strategy, substituting

other components for the unavailable or inaccessible ones, or (c) change

to a different strategy that does not require the unavailable or inaccessi-

ble components. Consider the linear syllogism. The large inalority of

adults use a strategy for solution requiring as many as twelve information—

processing components (Sternberg, Note 5). Among these components is

that of negation. It has been found, however, that children as old as

seven or even eight years of age have considerable difficulty in processing

nega tions (see Sternberg, Note 7). Hence, many of these children would

be obliged to solve linear syllogisms containing negations in a way that

somehow bypasses the negation component. Secause negation seems to be

a mandatory component in the solution of these problems, such a way of

solving the problems would be likely to lead to a high error rate. Com-

ponents can be trained , however , at least in some cases. A group of adults

was trained to use a strategy for solving linear syllogisms that was

largely nonoverlapping in the components it required with the components

required by the strategy routinely used by untrained adults solving these

problems (S ternberg & Weil, Note 8). Not only were the adults able to use

these different components after an initial period of adjustment——their

performance on the linear syllogisms became much more rapid and efficient.

Second, one needs to know the representations upon which these corn-

ponents act. I emphasize the use of the plural here, because I suspect

that a great deal of futile debate in psychological theory has gone into

att~~pting to decide which one of several forms of representation subjects

use, when in fact the subjects are as able to use multiple representations

as the psychologists studying the subjects. For example, the literature

on linear syllogisms has consisted in large part of attempts to resolve

— -  - .—--~~~: . r~..• —— ~~~ - -  — - —
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a debate over whether subjects use a spatial or linguistic representation

for information (see, for example , Clark, 1969 ; DeSoto, London , & Handel ,

1965; Huttenlocher, 1968; Johnson—Laird, 1972). It now appears that sub-

jects, like experimenters, are able to use both linguistic and spatial

representations for information (Sternberg, Note 5~, employing them at

different  points in the solution process. Indeed , their f lexibi l i ty  in

utilizing both forms of representation is a hallmark of their intelligence.

If subjects are unaware of the correc t form of representa tion , they often

can be trained to use it, as we did in training one oroup of subjects to

represent linear arrays spatially (Sternberg & Weil, Note 8). If subjects

have the ability to use a certain kind of representation, then they should

have no trouble utilizing it upon demand . Where alternative representations

can be used to solve probl ems, subjects can be trained to use that form of

representation that best capitalizes upon their patterns of abilities. Por

example, low spatial subjects might be trained to solve linear syllogisms

using an exclusively linguistic representation for ordering relations , whereas

low verbal subjects might be trained to use an exclusively spatial represen-

tation for these relations.

Third, one can intervene in the strategy or strategies by which sub— -

jects combine components, as we did in the linear—syllogisms training study

cited above. In this particular case, the new stra tegy required components

largely different from those subjects normally use. It is also possible,

however, to train subjects to use the same components according to alterna—

tive strategies, as we are now doing in the solution of analogy problems

(Sternberg & Ketron, Note 9). Such training can be important in cases

where subjects use the right components, but combine them in the wrong ways. 

~~~ 
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The remaining kinds of training implied by the componential concep-

tion of intelligence are metacomponential in nature. A fourth kind of

training Is in the attainment of just the right amount of flexibility in

problem—solving strategy. What makes this training “metacomponential”

is its involvement of decisions about how to solve a problem, rather than

of the actual acts that result in the solution of the problem. Thus,

tra ining a subject how to settle upon a strategy is metacomnonential

training, whereas training the subject to use a particular strategy is

not. Some subjects have trouble settling upon a strategy and sticking

with it——they seem to flounder endlessly. Other subjects are unwilling

initially to spend the time needed to find the optimum strategy——they

settle upon the first minimally satisfactory strategy they can find , and

then stick with it (Simon, 1957).

Fifth , one can train subjects to modify their rate or accuracy of

component execution. What makes this kind of traininc~ metaccv’monential

Is that it almost Inevitably involves a decision re~ -,rc~ing speed—a~c’iric~

tradeoff in problem solution. One can rarely modify rate of component

execution without modifying accuracy of componen t execution, and vice versa.

For example, in a study of linear—syllogistic reasoning (Sternberg , in press~b!)~

the subjects were instructed to emphasize speed in solving problems.

Accuracy, of course, was impaired. As often hanpens when accuracy is

sacrificed for speed, small gains in speed can result in substantial decre-

ments in accuracy. In this particular experiment, a 3O7~ increase In speed

resulted in a 700% increase in errors.

Other kinds of metacomponential training are possible , at least In

theory. Subjects can be trained to avoid representations with which they

are umcosfortable, to avoid strategies that make excessive working—memory

- - 
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demands, to use strategies that apply to an entire class of problems ra-

ther than just to individual problems within a class, etc. But as psy—

cholog ists and educators, we know so little about metacomponential infor-

mation processing, that in practice, our ability to instruct individuals

in how to make decisions at the metacomponential level is severely re-

stricted . This restriction seems to derive from the insufficiency in our

knowledge about the components and metacomponents of intelligence , rather

than from the insufficiency of the componential conception of intelligence. -

Indeed , the componential conception of intelligence seems capable of makin~-

us aware of just what kinds of further information we need in order to

improve our training procedures. And if a conception of intelligence

leads us to ask the right questions , as well as leading us to some tenta-

tive answers, then the conception seems to hold promise for the future

as well as the present. The superiority of the componential conception

over the psychometric conception as a basis for training seems to derive

from the former ’s being dynamic rather than static , qualitative rather

thLin quantitative in nature, concerned with the mechanisms of individual

performance as well as with description of individual differences in per—

formance , and capable of analyzing the Internal structure of individual

tasks as well as the external relations among multiple tasks. These

qualities translate themselves into prescriptions for the kinds of ingredi-

ents that can go into a “booster shot” for maximizing people ’s potentials

for intelligent behavior. 

_ _ _ _  J
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Footnotes

Preparation of this article was supported by Contract N0001478C0025

from the Office of Naval Research to Robert 3. Sternberg. I am grateful

to the members of my research seminar at Yale, and particularly to Morty

Bernstein, for helpful suggestions that have improved the quality of the

report. Requests for reprints should be sent to Robert 3. Sternberg,

Depar~~ent of Psychology, Yale University, Box h A  Yale Station, New

F Raven, Connecticut 06520.

‘Sharp’s research appears to have been rather seriously flawed, in

that it was based upon a very small number of cases (seven), suffered

from severe restriction of range in sampling variation (subjects were

graduate students at Cornell), and utilized individual tests of low reli-

ability.
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Figure Capt ion

Figure 1. Hierarchical model of human reasoning.
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Training Analysis & Evaluation Group 5001 Eisenhower Blvd .

(TAEG) Alexandria , VA 22333
Dept. of the Navy
Orlando , FL 32813 1 Dr. Michael Kaplan

U.S. ARM Y RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CDR Charles J. Theisen , JR. MSC, USN 5001 EISENHOWER AVENUE
Head Human Factors Engineering Div. ALEXANDRiA , VA 22333
Naval Air Development Center
Wanninster , PA 18974 1 Dr. Milton S. Katz

Individual Training & Skill
W. Gary Thomson Evaluation Technical Area
Naval Ocean Systems Center U.S. Army Research Institute
Code 7132 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
San Diego , CA 92152 Alexandria , VA 22333

DR. MARTIN F. W1SKOFF 1 Dr. Harold F. O’Neil , Jr.
NAVY PERSONNEL R& D CENTER ATTN PERI-OK
SAN DIEGO, CA 92152 5001 EISENHOWER AVENUE

ALEXANDRIA , VA 22333

1 Director, Training Development
U.S. Army Administration Center
ATTN: Dr. Sherri] 1
Ft. Benjamin Harrison , IN 46218

1 Dr. Joseph Ward
U.S. Army Research Institute
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria , VA 22333
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Air Force Marines

1 Air Force Human Resources Lab 1 Director, Office of Manpower Utilization
£FHRL/PED NQ, Marine Corps (MPU)
Brooks AFB, TX 78235 6CR. Bldg. 2009

Qua’tico, VA 22131
1 Air University Library

AUL/L.SE- 76/14143 1 MCDEC
Maxwell AFB , AL 36112 Quantico Marine Corps Base

Quantico, VA 22134 —

1 CDR. MERCER
CNET LIAISON OFFICER 1 DR. A.L.. SLAFKOSKY
AFHRL/FLYINO T R A I N I N G  DIV. SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR (CODE RD— i)
WILLIAMS AFB, AZ 852214 HO, U.S. MARINE CORPS

WASHINGTON , DC 20380
1 Dr. Ross L. Morgan (AFHRL/ASR)

Wright —Patterson AFB
Ohio 45433

1 Personnel Analysis Division
HQ USAF/DPXXA
Washington , DC 20330

1 Research Branch
AFNPC/DPMYP
Randolph AFB, TX 781148

1 Dr. Marty Rockway (AFHRL./TT)
Lowry AFB
Colorado 80230

1 Jack A. Thorpe, Capt, USAF
Program Manager
Life Sctences Directorate
AFOSR
Boiling AFB , DC 20332

1 Brian K. Waters, LCOL, USAF
Air University
Maxwell AFE
Montgc.ery, AL 36112
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Other DoD Civil Govt

Dr. Stephen Andriole 1 Dr. Sus.~n Chipsan
ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY Basic Skills Program
11400 WILSON BLVD. National Institute of Education
ABLINGTON, VA 22209 1200 19th St reet NW

- 

- 

Washington, DC 20208
12 Defense DoctDentation Center

Cameron Station , Bldg. 5 1 Dr. William Gorham , Director
Alexandria , VA 223114 Personnel R&D Center
Attn : TC U.S. Civil Service Commission

1900 E Street NW
Dr. Dexter Fletcher Washington , DC 20415
ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
1*00 WILSON BLVD. 1 Dr. Joseph I. Lipson
ARLINGTON, VA 22209 Division of Science Education

Room W-638
Military Assistant for Training and National Science Foundation

Personnel Technology Washington , DC 20550
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense

for Research & EngIneering 1 Dr. Joseph Markowitz
Room 3D129, The Pentagon Office of Research and Deve]opcent
Washington, DC 20301 Central Intelligence Agency

Washington , DC 20205
MAJOR Wayne Sellman , USAF
Office of the Assistant Secretary 1 Dr. John Mays

of Defense (MRA&L) National Institute of Education
38930 The Pentagon 1200 19th Street NW
Washington , DC 20301 Washington , DC 2020 8

1 National Int i tute of Education
1200 19th Street NW
Washington , DC 2023E

1 Dr. Andrew R . Molr.ar
Science Education Dev .

and Research
National Science Foundation
Washington , DC 20550

1 Dr. Thomas G. Sticht
Basic Skills Program
National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street NW
Washington , DC 20208

I Dr. Joseph L. Young , Director
Memory & Cognitive Processes
National Science Foundation
Washington , DC 20550

“I.
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Non Govt Non Gov t

PROF. EARL A. ALLUISI 1 Dr. Micheline Chi
DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY Learning R & D Center
CODE 287 Unive sity of Pittsburgh
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 3939 O’Hara Street
NORFOLK; VA 23508 Pittsburgh , PA 15213

Dr. John R. Anderson 1 Dr. Kenneth E. Clark
Departmen t of Psychology College of Arts & Sciences
Carnegie Mellon University University of Rochester
Pittsburgh , PA 15213 River Campus Station

Rochester , NY 14627
DR. MICHAEL ATWOOD
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INSTITUTE 1 Dr. Norman Cliff
*0 DENVER TECH. CENTER WEST Dept. of Psychology
7935 E. PRENTICE AVENUE Univ. of So. California
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110 University Park

- Los Angeles, CA 90007
1 psychological research unit
Dept. of Defense (Army Office) 1 Dr. Allan M. Collins
Campbell Park Offices Bolt Beranek & Newman , Inc.
Canberra ACT 2600, Australia 50 Moulton Street

Cambridge , Ma 02138
Dr. Nicholas A. Bond
Dept. of Psychology 1 Dr. Meredith Crawford
Sacramento State College Department of Engineering Athriinistration
600 Jay Street George Washington University
Sacramento , CA 95819 Suite 805

2101 L Street N.  W .
Dr. Lyle Bourne Washington , DC 20037
Department of Psyc hology
Uni rersi ty cf Colorado 1 Dr. Ruth Day
Boulder , CO 80302 Center for Advanced Study

in Behavioral Sciences
Dr. John S. Brown 202 Junipero Serra Blvd .
XEROX Palo Alto Research Center Stanford , CA 94305
3333 Coyote Road
Palo Alto , CA 9143014 1 Dr. Marvin D. Dunnette

N 1492 Elliott Hall
Dr. John B. Carroll Dept. of Psychology
Psychometric Lab Univ. of Minnesota
Univ. of No. Carolina Minneapolis, MN 551455
Davie Hall 0 13A
chapel Hill , NC 275114 1 ERIC Facility—Acquisitions

*833 Rugby Avenue
Dr. W illiam Chase Bethesda , MD 200114
Department of Psychology
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
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Non Govt Non Govt

MAJOR I. N. EVONIC 2 Dr. Barbara Hayes-Roth
CANADIAN FORCES PERS. APPLIED RESEARCH The Rand Corporation
1107 AVENUE ROA D 1700 Main Street
TORONTO, ONTARIO , CANADA - - Santa Monica , CA 901406

Dr. Ed Feigenbaum 1 Dr. James R. Hoffman
Department of Computer Science Department of Psychology
Stanford University University of Delaware
Stanford , CA 94305 Newark , DE 19711

Dr. Richard L. Ferguson 1 Library
The American College Testing Program HumRRO/Western Division
P.O. Box 168 27857 Berwick Drive
Iowa City , IA 522140 Carmel , CA 9392 1

Dr. Victor Fields 1 Dr. Ear l Hunt
Dept. of Psychology Dept . of Psychology
Montgomery College University of’ Wasnington
Rockville , MD 20850 Seattle , WA 98105

Dr. Edwin A. Fleishman 1 Mr. Gary Irving
Advanced Research Resources Organ . Data Sciences Division
8555 Sixteenth Street Technology Services Corporation
Silver Spring , MD 20910 2811 Wilshire Blvd .

Santa Monir~a CA 901403
Dr. John R. Frederiksen
Bolt Beranek & Newm an 4 Dr.  Roger A .  Kaufman
50 Moulton Street 203 Dodd Hall
Cambridge , MA 02138 Florida State Univ .

Tallahassee , FL 32306
DR. ROBERT GLASER
LRDC 1 Dr. Steven W. Keele
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH Dept. of Psychology
3939 O’HARA STREET University of Oregon
PITTSBURGH , PA 15213 Eugene , OR 974 03

Dr. Ira Goldstein 1 Dr. Walter Kintsch
XEROX F-b A1~o Research Center Department of’ Psychology
3333 Coyote Road University of Colorado
Palo Al to , CA 9143014 Boulder , CO 80302

DR. JAMES G. GREENO 1 Dr. David Kieras
LRDC Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH University of Arizona
3939 O’HARA SfhEET Tuscon , AZ 8572 1
PITTSBURGH , PA 152 1 3

1 Kr. Marl in Kroger
1117 Via Goleta
Pabos Verdes Estates, CA 902714
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Non Govt Non Govt

LCOL. C.R.J .  LAFLEUR ‘ Dr. Seymour A. Papert
PERSONNEL APPLIED RESEARCH Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NATIONAL DEFENSE HOS Artificial Intelligence Lab
101 COLONEL BY DRIVE 5115 Technology Square
OTTAWA ,- CANADA K 1A 0K2 Cambridge , MA 02139

Dr. Alan Lesgold 1 Dr. James A.  Paulson
Learning R&D Center Portland State University
University of’ Pittsburgh P.C. Box 751
Pittsburgh , PA 15260 Portland , OR 97207

Dr. Frederick M. Lord 1 MR. LUIGI PETRULLO
Educational Testing Service 21431 N. EDGEWOOD STREET
Princeton , NJ 08540 ARLINGTON , VA 22207

Dr. Robert R. Mackie 1 DR. PETER POLSON
Human Factors Research , Inc. DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY
6780 Cortona Drive UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Santa Barbara Research Pk. BOULDER , CO 80302
Goleta , CA 930 17

1 DR. DIANE M. RAMSEY—KLEE
Dr. Mark Miller H—K RESEARCH & SYSTEM DESIGN
Systems and Information Sciences Laborat 3947 RIDGEMONT DRIVi
Central Research Laboratories MALIBU , CA 90265
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS , INC.
Mail Station 5 1 KIN . RET. M. RAUCH
Post Office Box 5936 P II 14
Dallas , TX 75222 BUNDESMINISTERIUM DER ~VERTEIDIGUNGPOSTFACH 161
Dr. Allen Munro 53 BONN 1, GERMANY
Univ. of’ So. California
Behavioral Technology Labs 1 Dr. Peter B. Read
3717 South Hope Street Social Science Research Council
Los Angeles , CA 90007 605 Third Avenue

New York , NY 10016
Dr. Donald A Norman
Dept. of Psychology C—009 1 Dr. Mark D. Reckase
Univ. of California , Sari Diego Educational Psychology Dept .
La Jolla , CA 92093 University of Missouri—Co 1~~ bia

12 Hill Hall
Dr. Melvin R . Novick Colirbia , MO 65201
Iowa Testing Programs
University of Iowa 1 Dr. Andrew M. Rose
Iowa City , IA 52214 2 American Insti tutes for Research

1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW
Dr. Jesse Orlansky Washington , DC 20007
Institute for Defense Analysis
*00 Army Navy Drive
Arlington , VA 22202 
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Non Govt Non Govt

1 Dr. Leonard L. Rosenbaum , Chairman 1 Dr. Kiki~ i Tatsuoka
Department of Psychology Computer Based Education Research
Montgomery College Laboratory
Rockville, MD 20850 252 Engineering Research Laboratory

University of Illinois
1. Dr. Ernst Z. Rothkopf Urbana, IL 61801

Bell Laboratories
600 Mountain Avenue 1 DR. PERRY THORNDYKE
Murray Hill , NJ 079714 THE RAND CORPORATION

1700 MAIN STREET
1 PROF. F1}IIKO SAMEJIMA SANTA MONICA , CA 901406

DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 1 Dr. Benton J. Underwood
KNOXVILLE , TN 37916 Dept. of Psychology

Northwestern University
1 Dr. Irwin Sarason Evanston , IL 60201

— Department of Psychology
University of Washington 1 Dr. David J. Weiss
Seattle , WA 98195 N660 Elliott Hall

University of Minnesota
1 DR. WALTER SCh~~’EIDER 75 E. River Road

DE PT . OF PSYCHOLOGY Minneapolis, MN 554455
UNIVERSITY - OF ILLINOIS
-CHAMPAIGN , IL 61820 1 DR. SUSAN E. WHITELY

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
1 Dr. Robert Singer , Director UNIVERSITY OF KA NSAS

Motor Learning Research Lab LAWRENCE , KA NSAS 66044
Florida State University
212 Montgomery Gym
Tallahassee, FL 32306

1 Dr. Richard Snow
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford , CA 94305

1 DR. ALB ERT STEVENS
BOLT BERANE K & NEWMAN , INC.
50 MOULTON STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02 138

1 DR. PATRICK SUPPES
INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICAL STUDIES IN

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA 911305 
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